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Panguipulli, Chile “The Lakes District”

List Price: $300,000 USD
Type: Land
Lot Size: 11.7 ha or  28.8 acres

Electric and Water Hook-ups Available

Would you enjoy waking up each morning to see a beautiful blue lake and distant snow topped volcano in view? Live in an
unspoiled place where solitude, serenity and fresh country air are in abundance?

Start your day with some horseback riding on the community nature trails trekking through the deeply forested nature
preserve. Rest at the view spots, look out and see the surrounding lakes and mountain ridges that extend for miles and miles.
Fill your canteen with pristine water from one of the ancient springs or near-by waterfall. Then spend some time with your
neighbors and compatriots at the clubhouse for a late lunch or well deserved glass of one of the regions’ wines.

This very sweet parcel has several lovely building sites to choose from and is bordered by two mountain streams. A mainly
forested plot, hilly but with a mix of pasture on the upper levels of the subdivision, private but with easy access to the club
and stables.

Relax and decompress during your free time in Chile, explore the Lakes Region and Patagonia. Then return to from whence
you came feeling confident in the fact that when you return everything will be just the same as when you left.

Parcel/Lot:
Area: 10 miles (16km) from Lago Panguipulli in a gated community of expatriate homes
Lot type: 2/3 wooded, 1/3 flat pasture, hilly and steep in parts with gentle intermittent slopes, 1 brook, 1

stream
Services:
Electric: Available near to parcel
Phone/Internet: 3G to 4G Cellular
Septic: Install during house build by owner
Water: Mountain stream water; filter decisions by owner
HOA fees: 75 UF (circa 3,000 USD annually)

Exterior: Grounds
Parking: Driveway chosen, roughed in, multiple spaces for vehicles
Fence: Along major boundaries

Taxes:
$US- 0 per year (zoned agricultural)

Amenities:
In a wooded rural setting with mix of pasture, garden area and native trees. Bordering two streams, safe and secure
setting, outside of town on the mountain side with mid to distant views.


